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A New EKU for the Dot Matrix Computer Generated Tags
Rick Lokos

On page 6 of the first issue of Auxiliary Markings, Tony 
Wawrukiewicz illustrated what was then known as the earliest use, 
on a December 30, 1978, post card, of the dot-matrix computer 
generated auxiliary marking label introduced in the late 1970s.

 Recently, I found 
two earlier, EKU, ex-
amples of this label 
type on this December 
12, 1977, cover and 
on a second one dated 
somewhat later. The 
label type forwarded 
both covers from Al-
bany, NY. Note the 
‘DEMO’ marking on 
the label and the ini-
tials RC on the cover. 
This would seem to 
indicate that this was 
an experimental use 
of this label with the 
label possibly placed 
by someone with the 
initials RC. 

In Tony’s experi-
ence, Albany, New 

York is not a common location for testing of this type of new 
process. Perhaps the testing was done at a number of locations? 
The cover is electronically reduced in size but the part illustrated, 
including the label, are shown actual size.
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Postmaster General’s Order of May 19, 1883
by Thomas Breske

In a lot of 19 Summerville, South Carolina Post Office 
forms and documents from the 1880s, I found 2 items that 
may be of interest to Auxiliary Marking Club members.

The first form on rose paper (8.75 x 12 inches) entitled 
“General Instructions Concerning Returns of Unmailable, 
Hotel and Fictitious Letters, Predicated Upon The Regula-
tions of 1879 and Recent Rulings of the (P.O.) Department”, 
with the subheading “Under The Postmaster General’s Order 
of May 19, 1883” and further qualified by “Held for Post-
age” matter for which “Notice of Detention” has been sent 
(I guess OMB didn’t exist in the 1880s).

Of further interest on this form (Under Section 442) are 
comments and (mail) matter sent to the Dead-Letter Office 
that they should be stamped “Held for Postage, Misdirected, 
Excess of Weight, etc.”  I have never seen “Excess of 
Weight” used and wonder if any members have.

Further, the handling of other classes of mail is men-
tioned:  

• Class e “Coin Matter”
• Class f “Obscene”
• Class g “Lottery”
• Class n “Fictitious”
• Class ? “Hotel”
Auxiliary markings exist for most of these mail classes 

but I’ve never seen any marks related to “Coin Matter” (I 
assume this means coinage sent through the mails).

Ascertaining the earliest known use for any such marks 
would be very informative.  The front side of these in-
structions is Form 1522½ “Weekly Return of Unmailable 
Letters” from (name of Post Office) to Dead-Letter office 
Washington D.C., 188_.

The second document is Form 1523 “Bill of Dead Mail 
Matter” sent to the dead-letter office from each 4th class 
post office, 188_.

Concerning Returns of Dead Matter, the buff-colored 
form measures 8 by 10.25 inches.  Of interest to AMC mem-
bers is the treatment of “advertised” mail sent to the DLO, 
i.e. the word “advertised” and the date must appear on every 
article of advertised mail.  Also, the reason for non-delivery 

(“refused, etc.”) must be similarly noted.  Four examples 
of mail from the 1880s, handstamped “Advertised” and 
properly dated are shown.  Only one cover is also marked 
“Unclaimed” and may have been sent to the D.P.O.

These two forms offer a snapshot-in-time regarding the 
evolution of auxiliary marks prescribed by the Post Office 
Department.
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Extra Special Special Delivery
by Thomas Breske

In two separate auction box lots I received two interesting 
special delivery covers. Figure 1a is a reversible card used in 
sending film canisters and contains the following:

DCDS: Oct 21, 1938 Cambridge A, Mass. Parcel Post with 
‘INSURED / No. ____’ and ‘294460’ in pen. The partially re-
moved pre-printed label sent to Swarthmore College from Harvard 
Film Service notes “Contents – Merchandise” and “Postmaster: 
this parcel may (opened for) postal inspection if (necessary)” 
and pre-printed on the card stock is “(To remove) or insert / 
(card,) lift spring here.” Four days later a DCDS: Oct 25, 1938 
Swarthmore, PA Parcel Post with a handstamp ‘INSURED’ and 
‘#1252’ and ‘FILMS’ in pencil presumably returned the film back 
to Harvard.

   Figure 1a

On the reverse side (Figure 1b) a similar pre-printed label 
with similar markings as above shows film was sent special de-
livery from Harvard to Union College in Schenectady with the 
following:

DCDS: Oct 27, 1936 Cambridge A, Mass. Parcel Post and hand 
stamped “INSURED / No.____” and “294466”in pen.  Cancelled 
with mute double oval Cambridge A Mass. are 22 cents in postage 
and 25 cents in special delivery stamps. ‘Special Delivery’ was 
struck twice along with “Special Delivery / Fee Paid   25 cents” .  
Also a transit mark CDS: Oct 27 5PM 1938 from Boston, Mass. 
South Postal Sta. was added. The only indication the film arrived 
was an overstruck “Fee Claimed by office / Schenectady, N.Y.”. 

While the handstamp ‘Special Delivery / Fee Paid ___cents’ 
apparently was used by many post offices only a small number 
of used examples seems to have survived.�

   Figure 1b

1. Beecher and Wawrukiewicz, “U.S. Domestic Postal Rates 
1871 – 1993” The Traditions Press 1994, pp78-79 Figures 39-6 
and 39-8  Both Figures are hand stamped “Special Delivery / Fee 
Paid ___ cents” with “25” penciled in the blank.

2. Ibid, p79 Figure 39-8, Showing a similar pre-printed 
card.

The second cover contains two 10-cent special delivery stamps 
with the following:

CDS: Feb 17 7PM 1940 Cleveland, D.P.O. Ohio to New Ro-
chelle, N.Y. with CDS backstamp Feb 18 4:30 PM 1940 Rec’d.  
Also added at New Rochelle was ‘Fee Claimed (by office) / of First 
Address.’  Delivery was attempted, a NYC address was penciled 
and the ‘Fee Claimed …’ was over-stamped ‘Forwarded – Fee 
Not Claimed’ (struck twice, once in black and once in magenta).  
An additional CDS: Feb 19 1PM 1940 New Rochelle, N.Y. was 
added on the front and on the back a CDS: Feb 19 4PM 1940 
New York, N.Y. Grand Central Annex Rec’d. A second 10 cent 
special delivery stamp was added over part of a pencil notation 
‘515 PM…ice…K’ and pencil cancelled or voided.

   Figure 2a

The second special delivery stamp prompts the following 
questions:

1.  Who added the 2nd special delivery stamp; was it the 
original addressee or was the New Rochelle Post Office?

2. Why was the 2nd special delivery stamp added when the 
New Rochelle Post Office hand stamped the cover “Forwarded 
– Fee Not Claimed”?

Beecher and Wawrukiewicz� noted a similar cover where the 
first 10-cent stamp paid for the as originally addressed special 
delivery and the second paid a redirecting special delivery fee.

3. Finally, who cancelled or voided the second special 
delivery stamp?

I welcome any additional insights on what may have happened 
to this cover from Cleveland.
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Big Enough for a Check - but not for a Postal Money Order!
by L. Steve Edmundson

In Figure 1 we note a March 13, 1967, cover from Hampton, 
TN to Parent’s Magazine in Bergenfield, NJ. which has one of 
the least common auxiliary markings I’ve ever run across. Fur-
thermore, it is a manuscript marking!!

   ‘Env. Too
   Short for
   M.O.’
The cover is reduced in size, but the auxiliary marking is shown 

actual size in Figure 2.

   Figure 1

Why was the envelope closed 
with an official seal?

First, Parents’ Magazine En-
terprises is a well-known source 
of commercial postal markings. 
The Bergenfield, NJ firm must 
have disposed of its old envelopes 
by the ton. One runs into them all 
over the place and they are a prime 
source of postal markings from a 
very interesting period – just be-
fore outgoing mail canceling and 
processing at the local post office 
was stopped in favor of, arguably, 
the more efficient area processing.  

Whenever mail-handling procedures are in flux, postal history 
collectors have learned to be on the lookout for interesting items.  
Modern postal history collectors and machine cancel collectors 
prize these Parents’ Magazine covers because they document the 
end of a mail processing era.  

So what about the auxiliary markings collector – is there any-

thing about this period of time that is of intrinsic interest?  Well, 
the short answer is YES.  The late 1960’s and early 1970’s marked 
a time when business concerns gradually abandoned the short [#6] 
envelope and began to rely almost exclusively on the longer #10 
envelope. The reason probably had to do with the cost of labor 
– a sheet of standard 8½ x 11 inch typewriter paper needs to be 
folded only twice to fit into a #10 business envelope, but takes 
three folds to fit the smaller #6. (Incidentally, this transition took 
place also at about the same time that large businesses stopped 
using stamps and started using meter machines on their outgoing 
mail – again, for the same economical reason.)

Envelopes supplied to correspondents likewise morphed out of 
the smaller and into a larger format [typically the #9 size, which 
fit nicely into a #10].  The cover under review, represents another 
aspect of the smaller just won’t work problem.

In this case, the difficulty is with the size of the postal money 
order.  There was a time when a postal money order would fit into 
a #6 envelope. Apparently by 1967, this wasn’t the case.  So, Mrs. 
Smith took her payment or subscription order with her to the post 
office in Hampton, Tennessee. She bought a money order – but, 
LO, it wouldn’t fit in the envelope. The nice postal clerk slit the 
right side, stuffed the money order in and then sealed it with the 
official post office seal. The clerk initialed the seal.  Then to make 
sure Parents’ Magazine got the message, the clerk added an im-
promptu manuscript auxiliary marking for emphasis. By the way, 
both the marking and the initials on the seal appear to be in the 
same ballpoint ink, one different from the return address.

Figure 3 shows yet another cover from the same Bergenfield 
organization with an official seal. The same clerk initialed this 
seal (on the reverse - not shown) as he had processed the 1967 
example above. This cover also was slit open under the seal and, 
presumably, a postal money order was enclosed.

   Figure 3

       Figure 2

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

I want to thank all the contributors to this edition of our 
newsletter. There are three articles by new contributors and a 
good number by faithful past contributors. I think that you’ll 
enjoy them all.

At your president’s urging I entered our newsletter in the 

literature competition of APS Stampshow, in the society publi-
cation section. I was pleased, as should be our contributors, that 
Auxiliary Markings received a Vermeil medal for our first time 
out. Its excellent content, format and production quality were 
appreciated by the judges.
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In the wake of the Kennedy administration’s abortive attempt 
at the Bay of Pigs to liberate Cuba from Communist dictatorship, 
Fidel Castro attempted to use his control over the freedom fight-
ers of Brigade 2506 to extort a ransom from the United States. 
He named “farm machinery” as his price, and President Kennedy 
responded by informally organizing the Tractors for Freedom 
Committee - a nongovernmental committee of private citizens 
organized to facilitate the exchange. Under the chairmanship 
of Eleanor Roosevelt, Walter Reuther, Joe Dodge, and Milton 
Eisenhower served on the committee. Kennedy encouraged public 
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Bay of Pigs Aftermath - Tractors for Freedom Committee
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

support for the work of the Tractors for Freedom group, but when 
the committee refused to meet Castro’s exorbitant demand for 
close to $30 million in capital relief, it quickly disbanded.

As a natural result of the disbanding of the committee, and the 
time it took for this information to reach the general public,  people 
were still sending contributions to the committee well after the 
time it disbanded. The committee thus had to return these items 
to the senders. I suspect that the number of items that had to be 
returned was extensive. Therefore, it’s not surprising that a special 
handstamp was produced by the post office returning the items. 
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The reduced-in-size June 2, 1961, letter shown was an example 
of one of these returned items It was ‘RETURNED TO WRITER’ 
with the handstamp (shown actual size) whose message, in light 
of the explanation presented, is self-explanatory.

President’s Message
by Ralph Nafziger

Congratulations for a job well done go to editor Tony 
Wawrukiewicz and to all authors of articles in Auxiliary Markings. 
Our newsletter won a Vermeil award in the literature competition 
at the recent APS StampShow in Pittsburgh. Please keep those 
excellent articles coming to Tony.

Our “Show and Tell” session at the show elicited many cov-
ers, some of which presented puzzles, which often were solved 
by experts in the audience. Memorable covers included a dirty 
example, which had acquired grease from a facer canceller; a 
cover intended for England from San Diego, which went astray 
to Manila; a cover that passed through the St. Louis exchange 
office; a cover from which the stamp was removed by a canceling 
machine; World War II V-mail that could not be photographed 
because its markings were too light in pencil and a cover with a   
penciled pointing hand. Thanks go to Nancy Clark, David Eeles, 
Gary Hendren, Regis Hoffman, Ralph Nafziger, Al Parsons, Da-
vid Straight, Alan Warren, and Tony Wawrukiewicz for sharing 
their covers with unusual auxiliary markings. Our next “Show 

and Tell” will be scheduled for AmeriStampExpo next February 
in Riverside, CA.

Volunteers still are needed to help Editor-in Chief Nancy Clark 
with the catalogue as section editors. I am happy to report that Tom 
Breske has volunteered to place the data onto Excel spread sheets. 
He will help with the postage due section. Jim Kotanchik will aid 
with the “pointing fingers” section. As soon as I can identify a 
niche, I intend to volunteer to help with another section.

Please note the election ballot, which is enclosed with this 
issue. Please vote. Completed ballots will be due in December. I 
believe that we have a strong slate of candidates that will move 
the club forward. Many thanks go to the nominating committee 
of Nancy Clark, John Hotchner, and Al Parsons.

Currently, our webmaster, Doug Quine is working with Nancy 
Clark to determine the most convenient and easy-to-use method 
to allow new data input for the catalogue. If you have any ideas 
on how to accomplish this, please contact Doug and Nancy.  

‘DO NOT RUN THROUGH A CANC. MAC.’
by Robert L. Markovitz

The marking on this cover: ‘DO NOT RUN THROUGH 
CANC. MAC.’ was almost certainly applied by the sender. At first 
glance this marking might be a simple reminder by a collector 
that he wants a nice cancel on this cover.

On second thought, since both the sender and the addressee 

are businesses, it seems most likely that there is another reason for 
the marking, a business-related one. Specifically, it seems likely 
that there were contents of some sort, albeit not thick ones since 
the envelope seems pristine, that the mailer did not want to be 
affected by a cancelling machine compressing them.
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This article, concerned with Germany, is the fourth in a series 
about auxiliary marking labels found on mail to a limited number 
of countries. This series is especially concerned with labels that 
carry only one message in two languages, French (the universal 
UPU language) and the native language of the country using the 
labels. 

Because we have so many examples of the German labels, we 
have decided to break up their discussion into three sections, of 
which this is the first.

Germany’s use of these labels seems to have occurred begin-
ning in 1887. While it is true that other European countries began 
using them at the same time, and thus probably worked together 
with Germany in establishing them, Germany seems to have used 
them most extensively, and, as we will see, introduced refinements 
and variations not seen for other countries.

Like the labels of the other countries studied so far, we believe 
that these auxiliary marking labels, as best we can tell from the 
examples we have, were printed in a mixed fashion on single sheets 
of paper, and then generally cut from the sheets as needed. Even 
though they were probably mixed together on a sheet, identical 
messages were still located next to one another. 

Unlike the Austrian labels, characterization of the German 
auxiliary marking labels used until around 1913 is not easy. Many 
of the characteristics of the German labels are similar, with the 
German message above the French one, the frame the same size 
(about 2.5 by 1.6 mm outer diameter) and color (green). However, 
the size of the font varies, some have a blue frame, one has a thicker 
frame and two have a hatched frame, the paper color varies from 
very light to dark beige, and a few have perfed margins.

Germany, as possibly one of the primary and possibly most 
sophisticated users of auxiliary marking labels, also introduced 
a significant number of labels with single language (German) 
markings’ messages. These markings, which are also illustrated in 
what follows, have kindly been translated by AMC Club member, 
Ingebourg Fisher. They are:

(1) ‘Without address of residence or other pertinent informa-
tion, recipient untraceable in Dresden.’ Imperial PD #1. 

Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part IVa, Germany
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

(2) ‘Street unknown in Berlin.’ PO 12.

        
 

(3) ‘Not traceable through police department.’ Even as re-
cently as 20 years ago, if a person changed his or her address in 
any way, they had to go register this change at the local police 
office.

     
       
     

(4) Big Seal - usually on back of item. ‘Officially opened by 
Imperial Superior PO Dept of Berlin to trace return address.’

  
   
        

   

  

After this introduction, the various labels seen from 1887 until 
around 1913 are illustrated. They are listed such that each group 
contains the same basic message including its variations, if any 
variations have been found in our examples.

First, though, in Table 1, in alphabetical order, we list the 
various two-language messages that have been found. English 
translations are generally felt to be accurate. 

For those of you who desire additional information, Jim Drum-
mond’s Official Seals of the World Catalogue lists numerous items 
in his German section that pertain to this article.  Drummond’s 

purpose was to just do Official Seals, but it appears he likes all 
types of seals, and he has added some materials beyond the basic 
official seal category

Table 1: Foreign Auxiliary Marking Labels - German Messages
Auxiliary Marking - German/ENGLISH 
Verstorben./décédé. - DECEASED
Firma ertoschen./Raison sociale n’existe plus. - BUSINESS NO LONGER EXISTS
Nicht Abgeholt./non réclamé. - UNCLAIMED
Abgereist,./Parti, sans laisser d’adresse. - DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS
Unbekannt./inconnu. - UNKNOWN
Ungenügende Adresse/Insuffisance d’adresse - INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS
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inconnu. 10.5 mm
      1887-1913

blue frame
1898-1904

inconnu. 11.5 mm
      1893-1916

inconnu. 12.5 mm
      1897-1911

insuffisance d’adressee.
1899-1914

insuffisance d’adressee. 
1904-1908

parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
1892-1913

insuffisance d’adressee. 
1896-1902

August 16, 1895, England to Leipzig, Germany post card. Returned (‘ZURUCK nach’) because unknown 
(‘Unbekannt’) and ‘Without address of residence or other pertinant information, recipient untraceable in 
Leipzig.’ Also, ‘Undelivered for reason shown - to be returned to sender at address shewn on cover.’

 parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
1910 perfed

parti, sans laisser d’adresse.     
1907
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décédé.
1907-1909

inconnu.
1894-1901 hatched frame

‘Street unknown in Berlin.’ PO 12  
  1909

parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
1908 hatched frame

1888

   1892

    1890

‘Not traceable through police department.’    
1896-7

non réclamé.
1894-1906

    parti, sans laisser d’adresse. 
 1912 thick frame

Non réclamé.   
1898

raison sociale n’existe plus.
1895-1901

   raison sociale n’existe plus.
1898 perfed

refusé.
1895-1906

     
‘Without address of residence or other pertinent 
information, recipient untraceable in Dresden.’ 
Imperial PD #1. (Only variation is in city)
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Night Air Mail
by Jerry Johnson

This October 6, 1926, airmail cover went from New York to 
Chicago via night air mail. There was a special rate for this of 10¢ 
per ounce. If a cover to receive this service carried 8¢ in postage, 
it would be marked postage due but still sent on via airmail to 
the final destination.

So it was posted in New York on October 16, at 4 PM. It was 
received in Chicago (backstamp) at 2 PM. It was then stamped 
with the marking ‘Received at Chicago, Ill too late for air dis-
patch. Forwarded by train.’ The item was received in Beaver Dam 

Wisconsin at 8:30 AM on the 18th (another back stamp). The 
postage due stamp was pre-cancelled ‘Beaver Dam, Wis.’ So the 
total travel time was 40 and 1/2 hours.

This cover and its markings which are shown actual size is a 
beautiful example of how a complex passage can be interepreted 
because it is well-marked in transit. It also illustrates some im-
portant rules and regulations in place at the time. The rules and 
regulations used for this article are found in the airmail chapter 
of the Beecher-Wawrukiewicz domestic book.

e

1872-1919

    1893

    1897

    1895

    1909

     
‘Officially opened by Imperial Superior PO 
Dept of Berlin to trace return address.’
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‘Fist’
by Dennis Ladd

This February 25, 2008, cover is part of my collection of un-
usual Forever Stamp covers. The returned for postage hand stamp 
is new to me and also, I expect to newsletter readers. Obviously, 
the fist alone is extraordinarily common but for the statement of 

A Local Cover Given No Directory Service
by Ellen Peachy

Ellen Peachey of the APRL was kind enough to make this lovely card with 
its neat label marking available to our newsletter. The card was mailed to Ellen 
and Ken Lawrence from friends who were vacationing in Greece. The address 
reminds one of 19th century addresses, quite cryptic without a street address. 
Only because the APRL is so well known to the Bellefonte post office was any 
attempt at delivery made. But a post office worker still covered his bases such that 
if the addressee were not at the APRL, the card would be returned to them.

the hand stamp is not. Usually the hand stamp says something 
such as ‘Place Stamp over the Hand Stamp’ or something similar 
so the use of the word ‘Fist’ in the marking is quite uncommon, 
if not unique to Pasadena, CA. Cover shown actual size.


